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GENERALIZED LAGRANGIAN MEAN CURVATURE
FLOWS IN SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS
KNUT SMOCZYK∗ AND MU-TAO WANG∗∗
Abstract. An almost Ka¨hler structure on a symplectic man-
ifold (N,ω) consists of a Riemannian metric g and an almost
complex structure J such that the symplectic form ω satisfies
ω(·, ·) = g(J(·), ·). Any symplectic manifold admits an almost
Ka¨hler structure and we refer to (N,ω, g, J) as an almost Ka¨hler
manifold. In this article, we propose a natural evolution equation
to investigate the deformation of Lagrangian submanifolds in al-
most Ka¨hler manifolds. A metric and complex connection ∇̂ on
TN defines a generalized mean curvature vector field along any
Lagrangian submanifold M of N . We study the evolution of M
along this vector field, which turns out to be a Lagrangian defor-
mation, as long as the connection ∇̂ satisfies an Einstein condition.
This can be viewed as a generalization of the classical Lagrangian
mean curvature flow in Ka¨hler-Einstein manifolds where the con-
nection ∇̂ is the Levi-Civita connection of g. Our result applies
to the important case of Lagrangian submanifolds in a cotangent
bundle equipped with the canonical almost Ka¨hler structure and
to other generalization of Lagrangian mean curvature flows, such
as the flow considered by Behrndt [B] in Ka¨hler manifolds that are
almost Einstein.
1. Introduction
Special Lagrangian submanifolds [HL] and Lagrangian mean curvature
flows [TY] attract much attentions due to their relations to the SYZ
conjecture [SYZ] on mirror symmetry between Calabi-Yau manifolds.
A Calabi-Yau, or in general a Ka¨hler-Einstein manifold, is a great place
to study the mean curvature flow as this process provides a Lagrangian
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deformation [S]. This important property no longer holds if the ambient
space is a general symplectic manifold. However, there are important
conjectures (see for example [FSS]) concerning the Lagrangian isotopy
problem in general symplectic manifolds such as cotangent bundles
which do not carry Ka¨hler-Einstein structures.
In this article, we aim at defining a generalized Lagrangian mean cur-
vature flow in general almost Ka¨hler manifolds N . We consider gener-
alized mean curvature vector fields
−→
Ĥ (see Definition 3 in §4) along La-
grangian or more generally almost Lagrangian submanifolds, i.e. sub-
manifolds M for which J(TM) ∩ TM = {0}. The definition of the
generalized mean curvature vector
−→
Ĥ relies on a choice of a complex
and metric connection ∇̂ on TN that could carry non-trivial torsion T̂ .
We then say that a smooth family of almost Lagrangian immersions
F :M × [0, T )→ N
satisfies the generalized mean curvature flow, if
∂F
∂t
(p, t) =
−→
Ĥ (p, t) , and F (M, 0) =M0 (1)
where
−→
Ĥ (p, t) is the generalized mean curvature vector of the almost
Lagrangian submanifoldMt = F (M, t) at F (p, t). This flow is uniquely
defined up to tangential diffeomorphisms of M .
Recall that the Riemannian metric g on N also defines the classical
mean curvature vector
−→
H on M through the first variation of volume.
−→
Ĥ differs from
−→
H by some lower order terms involving the torsion
of ∇̂. Since the mean curvature flow is a nonlinear parabolic system
which is non-degenerate after gauge fixing, the short time existence of
the generalized mean curvature flow in the class of almost Lagrangian
submanifolds can thus be established.
Theorem 1. Suppose (N, ω, g, J) is an almost Ka¨hler manifold and
∇̂ is a complex and metric connection on TN . For any initial smooth
compact almost Lagrangian submanifold M0, there exists a maximal
time T ∈ (0,∞] so that the generalized mean curvature flow (1) exists
smoothly on [0, T ) in the class of almost Lagrangian submanifolds.
We will show in Lemma 3 that the generalized mean curvature vector
−→
Ĥ is related to a 1-form Ĥ on M that can be seen as a generalization
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of the classical mean curvature form (or Maslov form) of Lagrangian
submanifolds of Ka¨hler manifolds.
It turns out that Ĥ is closed on Lagrangian submanifolds and the flow
preserves the Lagrangian condition, if in addition the Ricci form of ∇̂,
ρ̂(V,W ) :=
1
2
trace(R̂(V,W ) ◦ J),
where R̂ is the curvature operator of ∇̂, satisfies the following Einstein
condition:
Definition 1. A metric and complex connection ∇̂ on an almost Ka¨hler
manifold (N, ω, g, J) is called Einstein, if the Ricci form of ∇̂ satisfies
ρ̂ = fω
for some smooth function f on N .
Remark 1. In general Einstein connections, if they exist, are not
unique. For example the canonical connection ∇̂ on the cotangent bun-
dle T ∗M of a Riemannian manifoldM equipped with the metric of type
I+III as defined in [YI] is Einstein (even Ricci flat, i.e. the Ricci form
vanishes). Any connection ∇˜ := ∇̂ + cλ ⊗ J , where λ is the Liouville
form of T ∗M and c some constant is also Einstein with f = −nc.
Theorem 2. Suppose (N, ω, g, J) is an almost Ka¨hler manifold and
∇̂ is a complex and metric connection that satisfies the Einstein con-
dition. Suppose M0 is a closed Lagrangian submanifold of N . Then
the generalized mean curvature flow (1) with respect to ∇̂ preserves the
Lagrangian condition.
This gives a new and large class of symplectic manifolds where La-
grangian mean curvature flows can be defined. Our class includes the
classical Lagrangian mean curvature flow in Ka¨hler-Einstein manifolds,
the modified Lagrangian mean curvature flows considered by Behrndt
[B] for Ka¨hler manifolds that are almost Einstein and the important
class of Lagrangian submanifolds in the cotangent bundle of any given
Riemannian manifold.
Our strategy for proving that the Lagrangian condition is preserved
is similar to that in [S]. We will first consider the flow in the larger
(and open) class of almost Lagrangian submanifolds in N . After the
short time existence is established in this class, we apply the maximum
principle to prove that the Lagrangian condition is preserved.
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Remark 2. Theorems 1 and 2 show that there exists a generalized
Lagrangian mean curvature flow on an almost Ka¨hler manifold with
an Einstein connection. It is an interesting question to identify which
almost Ka¨hler manifold has this property. In §5, we give a list of ex-
amples that include all currently known cases to our knowledge.
The article is organized as follows. In §2, the geometry of almost
Ka¨hler manifolds and the space of complex and metric connections
are reviewed. In §3 we consider the geometry of Lagrangian and al-
most Lagrangian submanifolds of almost Ka¨hler manifolds and define
generalized second fundamental forms and mean curvature forms with
respect to a metric and complex connection ∇̂. In particular we show
that the generalized mean curvature form with respect to an Einstein
connection is closed on a Lagrangian submanifold. In §4 we define the
generalized mean curvature flow and prove our main Theorems 1 and
2. In §5, we present known examples of almost Ka¨hler manifolds with
Einstein connections.
Acknowledgments. The authors are grateful to Professor Mao-Pei Tsui,
Professor Conan Leung and Dr. Lars Scha¨fer for useful discussions.
2. Almost Ka¨hler manifolds
In this section we recall some properties of almost Ka¨hler manifolds.
2.1. Almost Ka¨hler manifolds and Einstein connections.
Suppose (N, ω, g, J) is an almost Ka¨hler manifold. This means that
(N, g) is a Riemannian manifold, J ∈ End(TN) is an almost complex
structure (i.e. an endomorphisms with J2 = − Id) and in addition the
characteristic 2-form ω(·, ·) := g(J ·, ·) is symplectic, i.e. ω is skew and
dω = 0. J needs not be integrable and thus (N, J) in general is not a
complex manifold. An almost Ka¨hler manifold is Ka¨hler if and only if
J is parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of g.
We start with some general properties of almost Ka¨hler manifolds. For
an almost Ka¨hler manifold (N, ω, g, J), let us define the class C of
metric and complex connections
C := {∇̂ : ∇̂g = 0, ∇̂J = 0} .
It is well known that this set is non-empty. There exists a “canonical”
connection ∇̂ in C in the following sense: If ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita
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connection of g, then ∇̂ defined by
∇̂XY := ∇XY −
1
2
J(∇XJ)Y = ∇XY +
1
2
(∇XJ)(JY )
lies in C .
The following lemma can be easily proved:
Lemma 1. If ∇̂ ∈ C and σ ∈ Ω1(N) is an arbitrary 1-form, then
∇˜ := ∇̂ + σ ⊗ J ∈ C . The curvature tensors R˜ and R̂ of ∇˜ resp. ∇̂
are related by
R˜ = R̂ + dσ ⊗ J
and the torsions T˜ and T̂ are related by
T˜ = T̂ + σ ∧ J .
Throughout this paper ∇̂ denotes a metric and complex connection.
By the compatibility of ω and J , we see that ∇̂ is also symplectic, i.e.
∇̂ω = 0. Since ∇̂ is metric, the curvature tensor R̂ of ∇̂ satisfies
〈R̂(X, Y )V,W 〉 = −〈R̂(Y,X)V,W 〉 = −〈R̂(X, Y )W,V 〉 . (2)
Moreover, the fact that ∇̂ is complex implies
〈R̂(X, Y )JV,W 〉 = 〈JR̂(X, Y )V,W 〉 = 〈R̂(X, Y )JW, V 〉 . (3)
As 〈R̂(X, Y )JV,W 〉 is symmetric in V and W we can take the trace
over these two arguments with respect to the Riemannian metric g on
N . This gives the Ricci form of ∇̂
ρ̂(X, Y ) :=
1
2
trace(R̂(X, Y ) ◦ J) .
The first Bianchi identity for R̂ is
R̂(X, Y )Z + R̂(Y, Z)X + R̂(Z,X)Y
= T̂ (T̂ (X, Y ), Z) + T̂ (T̂ (Y, Z), X) + T̂ (T̂ (Z,X), Y )
+(∇̂X T̂ )(Y, Z) + (∇̂Y T̂ )(Z,X) + (∇̂Z T̂ )(X, Y ) , (4)
where
T̂ (X, Y ) = ∇̂XY − ∇̂YX − [X, Y ]
is the torsion tensor of ∇̂.
Due to this weaker Bianchi identity, the Ricci form ρ̂ in general does
not satisfy the equation ρ̂(V, JW ) = R̂ic(V,W ), where R̂ic denotes the
usual Ricci curvature R̂ic(V,W ) = trace〈R̂(·, V )·,W 〉.
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3. The geometry of Lagrangian submanifolds of almost
Ka¨hler manifolds
Suppose ∇̂ ∈ C is an arbitrary metric and complex connection on the
tangent bundle TN of an almost Ka¨hler manifold (N, ω, g, J).
The torsion tensor T̂ αβγ of ∇̂ is locally given by
T̂ αβγ := Γ̂
α
βγ − Γ̂
α
γβ ,
where Γ̂αβγ are the Christoffel symbols of ∇̂. Locally for a vector field
V = V α∂/∂yα ∈ Γ(TN) we have
∇̂αV
β = V β,α + Γ̂
α
βγV
γ .
Suppose now that F :M → N is a smooth immersion. The differential
dF =
∂F α
∂xi
∂
∂yα
⊗ dxi
is a smooth section in the bundle F−1TN ⊗ T ∗M . Let ∇ denote the
Levi-Civita connection on TM with respect to the induced Riemannian
metric gij = gαβF
α
i F
β
j , where F
α
i := ∂F
α/∂xi. A connection ∇̂ on TN
induces a connection ∇̂E on the pull-back bundle E := F−1TN along
M by
∇̂EXσ := ∇̂dF (X)σ ,
where X ∈ TM and σ ∈ Γ(E). A product connection ∇̂E ⊗∇ on the
bundle E ⊗ TM is then defined by
(∇̂E ⊗∇)X(σ ⊗ Y ) := ∇̂
E
Xσ ⊗ Y + σ ⊗∇XY .
Similarly we obtain product connections on all bundles of the form
E ⊗ TM ⊗ · · · ⊗ TM︸ ︷︷ ︸
p−times
⊗T ∗M ⊗ · · · ⊗ T ∗M︸ ︷︷ ︸
q−times
.
In some abuse of notation, let us denote all these connections on bun-
dles containing E as a factor by ∇̂E . Since on E we also have the
Levi-Civita connection induced by g, there are always two different
connections ∇, ∇̂E on bundles containig E. We shall use both.
For example, for a section
V αi
∂
∂yα
⊗ dxi ∈ Γ(F−1TN ⊗ T ∗M)
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we get
∇̂Ei V
α
j = V
α
j,i − Γ
k
ijV
α
k + Γ̂
α
βγF
β
i V
γ
j
and likewise
∇iV
α
j = V
α
j,i − Γ
k
ijV
α
k + Γ
α
βγF
β
i V
γ
j ,
where Γ̂αβγ resp. Γ
α
βγ are the Christoffel symbols of ∇̂ resp. ∇ on TN .
We derive
∇̂Ei ∇̂
E
j V
α
k − ∇̂
E
j ∇̂
E
i V
α
k = −R
m
kijV
α
m + R̂
α
δβǫF
β
i F
ǫ
j V
δ
k , (5)
where Rmkij denotes the Riemann curvature of the Levi-Civita connec-
tion on TM .
Let us define two second fundamental tensors
Âαij := ∇̂
E
i F
α
j , A
α
ij := ∇iF
α
j .
We obtain
Âαij − Â
α
ji = (Γ̂
α
βγ − Γ̂
α
γβ)F
β
i F
γ
j = T̂
α
βγF
β
i F
γ
j (6)
and
Aαij = Â
α
ij + (Γ
α
βγ − Γ̂
α
βγ)F
β
i F
γ
j .
Applying (5) to the section F αk yields the Codazzi equation
∇̂Ei Â
α
jk − ∇̂
E
j Â
α
ik = −R
m
kijF
α
m + R̂
α
δβǫF
β
i F
ǫ
jF
δ
k . (7)
Note, that (7) does not contain any torsion terms T̂ though the con-
nection ∇̂ on TN in general has torsion. This is because the part of
∇̂E that acts on the tangent bundle is given by the Levi-Civita connec-
tion. All information on ∇̂ contained in the Codazzi equation is then
encoded in the curvature term R̂αδβǫF
β
i F
ǫ
jF
δ
k .
Suppose now that F : M → N is almost Lagrangian, i.e. dimM =
n = 1
2
dimN and the map
φ : TM → T⊥M , φV := (JV )⊥
provides an isomorphism between the tangent and the normal bundle
T⊥M of M . This holds if and only if the symmetric tensor
η(V,W ) := 〈φV, φW 〉
is invertible everywhere.
In local coordinates (xi)i=1,...,n on M , F
∗ω can be written in the form
F ∗ω = ωijdx
i ⊗ dxj with
ωij := ωαβF
α
i F
β
j .
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For η = ηijdx
i ⊗ dxj we obtain
ηij = gij − ω
m
i ωjm ,
where here and in the following indices will be raised and lowered by
contraction with the metric tensors gij and gij and the Einstein con-
vention always applies. An exception will be the inverse of ηij which we
denote by ηij (note that this differs from gikgjlηkl). From g
ij = gimδ jm
and δ jm = ηmkη
kj we observe
ηij = gij + ωilωslη
sj . (8)
Definition 2. Denote
ĥkij := 〈φFk, Âij〉,
the generalized mean curvature form of M is defined to be Ĥ = Ĥidx
i
where
Ĥi := g
kjĥkij = g
kj〈(JFk)
⊥, ∇̂iFj〉
We also define two auxiliary tensors
r̂kij := ω(Fk, Âij) , and ŝkij := 〈Fk, Âij〉.
The following relations can be easily verified:
ĥkij = r̂kij − ω
m
k ŝmij , Ĥi = r̂
k
ki + ω
mkŝmik . (9)
In the rest of the section, we compute dĤ. To this end let us first
compute ∇lr̂kij. Here r̂ is considered as a section in Γ(T
∗M ⊗ T ∗M ⊗
T ∗M) and ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection on M . From r̂kij =
ωαβF
α
k Â
β
ij we obtain by Leibniz’ rule for connections
∇lr̂kij = ∇̂γωαβF
γ
l F
α
k Â
β
ij + ωαβÂ
α
lkÂ
β
ij + ωαβF
α
k ∇̂
E
l Â
β
ij
(b∇ω=0)
= ωαβÂ
α
lkÂ
β
ij + ωαβF
α
k ∇̂
E
l Â
β
ij .
Interchanging l and i and subtracting yields
∇lr̂
k
ki −∇ir̂
k
kl
= gkjωαβ(Â
α
lkÂ
β
ij − Â
α
ikÂ
β
lj) + g
kjωαβF
α
k (∇̂
E
l Â
β
ij − ∇̂
E
i Â
β
lj)
(7)
= 2gkjωαβÂ
α
lkÂ
β
ij + g
kjωαβF
α
k (−R
m
jliF
β
m + R̂
β
γδǫF
γ
j F
δ
l F
ǫ
i ),
which can be rewritten as
∇lr̂
k
ki −∇ir̂
k
kl = 2g
kjω(Âlk, Âij) + ω
j
m R
m
jli + g
kjω(Fk, R̂(Fl, Fi)Fj) .
(10)
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Let us treat the first term. From
Âlk = 〈Âlk, F
m〉Fm + 〈Âlk, φFm〉η
mnφFn
= ŝmlkFm + η
mn(r̂mlk − ω
p
m ŝplk)φFn
and
ω(Fm, φFn) = ηmn , ω(φFp, φFq) = −ωpq + ω
k
p ω
l
q ωkl (11)
we obtain
2gkjω(Âlk, Âij) = 2ω(ŝ
m
lkFm + η
mn(r̂mlk − ω
p
m ŝplk)φFn,
ŝu ki Fu + η
uv(r̂ kui − ω
q
u ŝ
k
qi )φFv)
= 2ŝmlkη
uv r̂ kui ηmv − 2η
mnr̂mlkŝ
u k
i ηnu + (C1yF
∗ω)li
= 2ŝmlkr̂
m k
i − 2ŝmikr̂
m k
l + (C1yF
∗ω)li ,
for some tensor C1, where here and in the following CyF
∗ω denotes
any tensor that is formed by contracting an arbitrary tensor C with
F ∗ω. Since ∇̂ is metric, the skew symmetry
ŝkij = −ŝjik (12)
holds. Moreover, since ∇̂ is also symplectic applying Leibniz’ rule with
the Levi-Civita connection ∇ acting on ω, we obtain
∇kωij = ω(Âki, Fj) + ω(Fi, Âkj) = r̂ikj − r̂jki . (13)
This implies
2ŝmlkr̂
m k
i = ŝmlk(r̂
m k
i − r̂
k m
i )
= ŝmlk∇iω
mk
= ∇i(ŝmlkω
mk)−∇iŝmlkω
mk .
Hence we conclude
2gkjω(Âlk, Âij) = ∇i(ŝmlkω
mk)−∇l(ŝmikω
mk) + (C2yF
∗ω)li (14)
where C2yF
∗ω contains the term ∇lŝmikω
mk −∇iŝmlkω
mk.
With these preparations, we are ready to prove the main proposition
of this section:
Proposition 1. Let (N, ω, g, J) be an almost Ka¨hler manifold and ∇̂
a metric and complex connection on TN . Then the generalized mean
curvature form Ĥ for an almost Lagrangian smooth immersion F :
M → N satisfies
dĤ = (CyF ∗ω)− F ∗ρ̂ (15)
for some smooth tensor field C. In particular, if F is Lagrangian and
∇̂ Einstein, then Ĥ is closed.
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Proof. Plug equation (14) into equation (10) and recall equation (9),
we derive
∇lĤi −∇iĤl = ∇lr̂
k
ki −∇ir̂
k
kl +∇l(ŝmikω
mk)−∇i(ŝmlkω
mk)
= (C3yF
∗ω)li + g
kjω(Fk, R̂(Fl, Fi)Fj) . (16)
Since ∇̂ is metric and complex, we know that
ω(R̂(V,W )X, Y ) = ω(R̂(V,W )Y,X) for any V,W,X, Y ∈ TN .
The Ricci form ρ̂ is given by
ρ̂(V,W ) :=
1
2
2n∑
α=1
ω(R̂(V,W )eα, eα) ,
where eα is an arbitrary orthonormal basis of TN . In terms of Fi and
φFi, we can rewrite the trace in the form
ρ̂(V,W ) =
1
2
gijω(R̂(V,W )Fi, Fj) +
1
2
ηijω(R̂(V,W )φFi, φFj) .
On the other hand,
ω(R̂(V,W )φFi, φFj) = ω(R̂(V,W )(JFi − ω
l
i Fl), JFj − ω
k
j Fk)
= ω(JR̂(V,W )Fi, JFj) + (C4yF
∗ω)(V,W )
= ω(R̂(V,W )Fi, Fj) + (C4yF
∗ω)(V,W )
so that with (8) we obtain
ρ̂(V,W ) = gijω(R̂(V,W )Fi, Fj) + (C5yF
∗ω)(V,W ) . (17)
Combining (16) with (17) and taking into account that the Levi-Civita
connection ∇ is torsion free (so that (dĤ)li = ∇lĤi−∇iĤl), the propo-
sition is proved.

4. The generalized mean curvature flow in almost
Ka¨hler manifolds
4.1. The generalized mean curvature vector. Suppose F :M →
N is an almost Lagrangian submanifold of an almost Ka¨hler manifold
(N, ω, g, J). We recall that, with respect to the variation of volume
defined by g, there is the classical mean curvature vector field
−→
H defined
on M :
−→
H = ηkl(Akl)
⊥ = ηijgkl〈Akl, φFi〉φFj.
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Definition 3. Let ∇̂ be a metric and complex connection. The gen-
eralized mean curvature vector of M with respect to ∇̂ is defined to
be
−→
Ĥ :=
−→
H + ηijgkl
(
〈T̂ (φFi, Fk), Fl〉+ 〈T̂ (Fi, Fk), φFl〉
)
φFj .
In the following, we derive a relation between the generalized mean
curvature vector and the generalized mean curvature form Ĥ = Ĥidx
i.
First we express the difference between ∇̂ and the Levi-Civita connec-
tion ∇ of 〈·, ·〉 in terms of the torsion T̂ in the next Lemma.
Lemma 2. The two connections ∇̂ and ∇ on TN are related by
2〈∇̂XY −∇XY, Z〉 = 〈T̂ (X, Y ), Z〉+ 〈T̂ (Z,X), Y 〉+ 〈T̂ (Z, Y ), X〉.
Proof. Using the fact that ∇ is torsion free and compatible with the
metric, we have
X〈Y, Z〉+ Y 〈X,Z〉 − Z〈X, Y 〉
= 〈2∇XY − [X, Y ], Z〉+ 〈Y, [X,Z]〉+ 〈X, [Y, Z]〉.
On the other hand, ∇̂ is a metric connection, therefore
X〈Y, Z〉+ Y 〈X,Z〉 − Z〈X, Y 〉 = 〈2∇̂XY − [X, Y ]− T̂ (X, Y ), Z〉
+〈Y, [X,Z] + T̂ (X,Z)〉+ 〈X, [Y, Z] + T̂ (Y, Z)〉 .
Subtracting the two identities yields the desired formula. 
Lemma 3. The generalized mean curvature vector
−→
Ĥ and the gener-
alized mean curvature form Ĥ with respect to the connection ∇̂ are
related by
−→
Ĥ = ηij
(
Ĥi −∇
kωki − ω
m
i ŝ
k
mk − ω
mkŝmki
)
φFj . (18)
In particular, if M is Lagrangian, then
−→
Ĥ = gijĤiJFj . (19)
Proof. From (9), (12) and (13) we conclude
ĥlki = ĥikl +∇kωli − ω
m
l ŝmki + ω
m
i ŝmkl . (20)
Moreover, since ∇̂ has torsion we get
ĥlik = ĥlki + 〈T̂ (Fi, Fk), φFl〉 . (21)
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From these equations we then deduce
ĥ kik + g
kl〈T̂ (Fi, Fk), φFl〉 = Ĥi −∇
kωki − ω
m
i ŝ
k
mk − ω
mkŝmki . (22)
In addition, Lemma 2 implies
ĥ kik = 〈Â
k
k , φFi〉
= 〈
−→
H, φFi〉+ g
kl〈T̂ (φFi, Fk), Fl〉 .
Combining this with (22) we finally get
〈
−→
Ĥ , φFi〉 = 〈
−→
H, φFi〉+ g
kl〈T̂ (φFi, Fk), Fl〉+ g
kl〈T̂ (Fi, Fk), φFl〉
= Ĥi −∇
kωki − ω
m
i ŝ
k
mk − ω
mkŝmki .
This proves the lemma. 
4.2. Proof of main theorems.
We recall Theorem 1:
Theorem 1. Suppose (N, ω, g, J) is an almost Ka¨hler manifold and
∇̂ is a complex and metric connection on TN . For any initial smooth
compact almost Lagrangian submanifold M0, there exists a maximal
time T ∈ (0,∞] so that the generalized mean curvature flow (1) exists
smoothly on [0, T ) in the class of almost Lagrangian submanifolds.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the operator E[F ] :=
−→
Ĥ [F ] has no
non-trivial degeneracies, i.e. we have to show that it is elliptic in the
normal directions. By Definition 3, the generalized mean curvature
vector differs from the classical mean curvature vector only by terms
of lower order so that the symbol of our operator is the same as for the
mean curvature flow and short-time existence follows. 
Next we recall Theorem 2:
Theorem 2. Suppose (N, ω, g, J) is an almost Ka¨hler manifold and
suppose ∇̂ is a complex and metric connection that satisfies the Einstein
condition. Then the generalized mean curvature flow (1) w.r.t. ∇̂
preserves the Lagrangian condition.
Proof. From Cartan’s formula we know
∂
∂t
F ∗ω = d
(
F ∗
(
∂F
∂t
yω
))
= d(F ∗(
−→
Ĥyω)) .
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We fix some time interval [0, t0], 0 < t0 < T . From (15), the Einstein
property of ∇̂, and (18) we obtain
∂
∂t
F ∗ω = −dĤ + dd†(F ∗ω) + C1yF
∗ω + C2y∇(F
∗ω)
= dd†(F ∗ω) + C3yF
∗ω + C2y∇(F
∗ω)
for smooth tensor fields C1, C2, C3, where d
†(F ∗ω) is the 1-form∇kωkidx
i.
Since ω (and F ∗ω) is closed we have
∆(F ∗ω) = dd†(F ∗ω) + C4yF
∗ω ,
where C4 depends on the Riemannian curvature of M . Combining the
last identities we deduce
∂
∂t
F ∗ω = ∆(F ∗ω) + C5yF
∗ω + C2y∇(F
∗ω)
for smooth tensor fields C2, C5.
Together with Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality, we thus obtain an estimate
of the form
∂
∂t
|F ∗ω|2 ≤ ∆|F ∗ω|2 + c|F ∗ω|2
for all t ∈ [0, t0] and some constant c depending on t0.
Thus the growth rate of |F ∗ω|2 on [0, t0] is at most exponential, i.e.
sup
p∈M
|F ∗ω|2(p, t) ≤ sup
p∈M
|F ∗ω|2(p, 0)ect , ∀t ∈ [0, t0].
However, |F ∗ω|2(p, 0) is zero for all p ∈M as M0 is Lagrangian. Since
t0 is arbitrary, the theorem follows. 
The definition of generalized Lagrangian mean curvature flows only
requires the existence of an “almost Einstein connection” on N in the
sense that ρ̂− fω is ddc exact for some smooth function f . In fact, the
latter condition implies the existence of an actual “Einstein connection”
on N , see Example 2 in the next section.
5. Examples of almost Ka¨hler manifolds with Einstein
connections
Example 1. If (N, ω, g, J) is Ka¨hler-Einstein, then we can choose ∇̂
to be the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of g and f = K/2n, where K is the
scalar curvature of N and n is the complex dimension of N . In this
case we recover the classical Lagrangian mean curvature flow.
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Example 2. Let (N, ω, g, J) be one of the Ka¨hler manifolds that are al-
most Einstein considered in [B]. In this case the Levi-Civita connection
∇ is metric and complex and its Ricci form ρ satisfies
ρ = λω + nddcψ
for some constant λ and some smooth function ψ. According to Lemma
1 the connections
∇̂ := ∇+ σ ⊗ J
for any σ ∈ Ω1(N) are also complex and metric and the curvature
tensors R, R̂ of ∇ resp. ∇̂ are related by R̂ = R + dσ ⊗ J . For the
Ricci forms we get
ρ̂ = ρ− ndσ .
Therefore, if we choose σ := dcψ, then the Ricci form ρ̂ is conformal
to ω (with f = λ). Since the torsion of ∇̂ is given by T̂ = σ ∧ J ,
Proposition 3 shows that the mean curvature vector
−→
Ĥ w.r.t. the con-
nection ∇̂ coincides with the mean curvature vector considered in [B]
and we obtain the same flow. Since we do not need the integrability of
J , we note that the same trick works for almost Ka¨hler manifolds that
are almost Einstein, so that the Ka¨hler condition in [B] is actually not
needed.
Example 3. Let N := T ∗M be the cotangent bundle of a Riemann-
ian manifold (M, g). The cotangent bundle carries a natural almost
Ka¨hler structure and a complex and metric connection ∇̂ completely
determined by the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of (M, g) (see [V] and [YI],
§IV.6). In this case the Ricci form of the connection ∇̂ even vanishes
(i.e. f = 0) and our theorem applies. We will treat this example in
great detail in a forthcoming paper.
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